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 BROADWAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE is a non-profit (status pending) 
organization that fights for racial justice and equity within the Broadway and 
Theatrical communities at large. We hope to work alongside AEA, The Broadway 
League, Producers and all leaders within the industry to ensure that BIOPC 
are treated with the dignity and respect they are owed, are celebrated for the 
insurmountable contributions to this industry and most importantly, are given a 

safe space to air their grievances and be seen and heard exactly as they are.

WHO WE ARE



 At BROADWAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE, we are fighting for racial justice 
and equity by providing immediate resources, assistance, and amplification for BIPOC 
in the Broadway and Theatrical community at-large. In doing so, we help to create safe 

spaces throughout the theatre community for creativity and artistry to thrive.

WHO WE ARE



WHO WE ARE

Brand guidelines help ensure that all contributors to BROADWAY FOR 
RACIAL JUSTICE create content in a clear and cohesive way. We want all 
of our contributors to create content that reflects the style of our brand and helps 
to establish brand consistency with everything from design to writing. To create 
brand recognition BROADWAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE’s posts should 

follow our unique branding guidelines.

These guidelines are what helps make up BROADWAY FOR RACIAL 
JUSTICE’s unique voice in the social media world.



BROADWAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE 
uses a strong, honest and authoritative tone of 
voice. We want to engage our community and 
audience to educate themselves and take action 
toward creating safe spaces throughout the 
theater community.

Example:

“At BROADWAY FOR RACIAL 
JUSTICE we are working to create 
opportunities for allyship within the theater 
community and beyond.”

BRAND TONE



The outward expression of a brand – including its name, trademark, 
communications, and visual appearance – is brand identity.

Because the identity is assembled by the brand owner, it reflects how the 
owner wants the consumer to perceive the brand – and by extension the 

branded company, organization, product or service.

This is in contrast to the brand image, which is a customer’s mental picture 
of a brand. The brand owner will seek to bridge the gap between the brand 

image and the brand identity.

BRAND IDENTITY



COLORS

HEX: #000000
RGB: (0, 0, 0)

HEX: #F6C001
RGB: (246, 192, 5)

HEX: #000000
RGB: (255, 255, 255)



TEXTURES + STROKES

At BROADWAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE, we use textures that 
are gritty, grainy, and dusty in nature to create an “edgy” vibe. They can be 

used as backgrounds on images, or as overlays on photographs. 



TEXTURES + STROKES

BROADWAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE incorporates the use of a 3 
different paint stroke shapes throughout our graphics  and initiative branding. 
Each of these 3 strokes can be used interchangeably, and with color variations.  

1 2 3



TYPOGRAPHY

PRAGMATICA EXTENDED

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

GOTHAM XLIGHT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

ABEL

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

BFRJ regularly uses three fonts - 
Pragmatica Extended, Gotham XLight, and Abel. 
BROADWAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE 
is always in Pragmatica with all letters capitalized. 
Pragmatica is also used when listing our website, 
bfrj.org, but in all lowercase. 

Gotham XLight is mostly utilized as a subtitle/
subheader, and you’ll see it pop up in the branding 
for our various initiatives. Gotham XL can also 
be used with Pragmatica when Pragmatica is 
emphasizing a word in a phrase. Gotham XLight 
is almost ways used with all letters capitalized.

Example: 
LOGO USAGE 

Abel is most commonly used on BFRJ official 
letterhead, and in graphics as the ‘body’ text. It is 
sometimes used in logos and branding (generally 
in all-caps). 



LOGO USAGE



LOGO USAGE

In addition to the  BROADWAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE main brand logos, 
we also have several different logos representing various BFRJ Initatives. With the 
exception of cases where our logo needs to be scaled larger, the transparent PNG files 

should be used. Color variants are available for all. 

A-POC


